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2023 Admiral Motor Yacht
Carrara, Carrara, Tuscany, 54033



2023 Admiral Motor Yacht
Carrara, Carrara, Tuscany, 54033

Price: Price upon request

NUMBER OF

BEDS

5

 

NUMBER OF

BATHROOMS

6

 

IN SQ FT.

LOT

262.0

 

PROPERTY AGE

YEAR BUILT

2023

Offering a more select and cosier atmosphere than their larger cousins, boutique cruise liners that

typically carry anywhere between 50 and 300 passengers are generally able to offer more

exclusive itineraries by being able enter less busy and perhaps more picturesque ports and large

marinas due to their reduced overall size. A 1.5:1or 1:1 relationship ratio between guests and crew

affords a level of service rarely seen even in top hotels and certainly sets the modern boutique

cruise liners apart from the massive cruise ships that have dominated the markets in recent years.

Care to the already high levels of cuisine on board ships and private yachts are often superior on

boutique cruise liners with Michelin Star chefs catering to the appetite of discerning guests along a

wide array of �ne wines and choice liquors. The Perle Mesta will carry up to 100 passengers in 50

signature suites of between 80m2 and 30m2, each of them facing the sea and with private

balconies and/or terraces. A large Beach Club area, complete with Spa, sauna and massage room

offer a proximity to the water and ease of access to the many tenders that will be carried on board

to include a helicopter, personal
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Courtesy of Jhon Doe
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Information on this website is provided by real estate professionals or developers and/or their representatives. Prices, details and availability may change; please verify any information with a real estate professional or
the developer. Collabra is not responsible for any errors or omissions. This is not an offer to sell. Collabra fully supports the principles of the Fair Housing Act and the Equal Opportunity Act.
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